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Abstract

Two studies tested the applicability of Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) attributional model of social conduct to roadway environments. This model highlights the role of inferences of responsibility after making causal judgments for social transgressions. Study 1 employed written scenarios where participants were asked to imagine themselves driving on a major highway. The degree of controllability and intentionality of the driving act was manipulated experimentally by altering the specific event-related details provided to the participants. Study 2 extended this research to life events by having participants complete on-line driving diaries every 2 days, identifying their most negative/upsetting encounter with another motorist. The most anger-provoking event was selected from among 4 diary entries and participants were asked to respond to a questionnaire similar to that used in Study 1. Path analyses in both studies generally supported predictions derived from Weiner’s model; the association between perceived controllability, intentionality, and dispositional locus of causality of the negative driving event and subsequent anger was mediated by perceptions of responsibility. Additional results in Study 2 suggested that low perceived controllability, intentionality, and dispositional locus of causality were associated with reduced perceived responsibility, which, in turn, facilitated feelings of sympathy. Anger was associated with aggressive responses to the offending driver, whereas sympathy was associated with prosocial responses. Recommendations were offered for improved driver safety, including the development of attributional retraining programs to combat self-serving attributional biases, teaching novice drivers about both formal and informal roadway communication, and the promotion of forgiveness among drivers.
Understanding Driver Anger and Aggression:

Attributional Theory in the Driving Environment

One of the primary contributing factors to motor vehicle collisions is aggressive driving behavior (Lawton, Parker, Stradling, & Manstead, 1997; Wells-Parker et al., 2002), which includes various dangerous driving actions such as tailgating, cutting off other vehicles, and speeding. According to statements given at the U.S. Congress at a hearing of the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure in 1997, aggressive driving was estimated to be involved in 50% of all motor vehicle collisions (Snyder, 1997), one third of all personal injuries, and two thirds of all fatalities resulting from motor vehicle crashes (Martinez, 1997).

Although factors internal to the aggressive driver have been found to contribute to aggressive driving behavior, including personality variables (Lajunen & Parker, 2001; Lawton et al., 1997), mood (Arnett, Offer, & Fine, 1997), and the experience of stress (Hennessy & Wiesenthal, 1999, 2001), there is often a precipitating driving event that elicits aggressive behavior. Much aggressive driving displayed on the roadways is the result of driver anger and retaliation for a perceived driving offense (Hennessy & Wiesenthal, 2002; Neighbors, Vietor, & Knee, 2002; Parker, Lajunen, & Summala, 2002; Wickens, Wiesenthal, Hall, & Roseborough, 2011; Wickens, Wiesenthal, & Rippey, 2005). Theories of attribution may provide some insight regarding aspects of driver behavior or the roadway environment that elicit aggression and minimize feelings of sympathy and compassion. Attributions emphasizing the responsibility of others and not the self play a role in anger and aggressive driving behaviors, which may be explained by Weiner’s attribution model and its recent extension to social motivation and moral emotions reflecting sympathy for others (see Weiner, 1995, 1996, 2001, 2006).

Theories of Attribution and Driving
Theories of attribution depict the process by which individuals explain the events around them, traditionally focusing on perceived causality of behaviors and events (Fincham & Jaspars, 1980). These theories have provided highly similar, yet distinct, explanations for the process of attribution (e.g., Heider, 1944, 1958; Jones & Davis, 1966; Kelley, 1967). As these theories have developed, they have been extended to include subsequent emotions and behaviors resulting from specific attributions made (e.g., Feather, 1996, 1999; Fincham & Roberts, 1985; Shaver, 1985; Shultz & Darley, 1991). In an early application of attributional theory, Knapper and Cropley (1978, 1981) recognized that imputed inferences and perceptions about offensive drivers were primary determinants of affective and behavioral responses.

Feather and Devenor (2000) examined the impact of responsibility judgments on feelings related to punishment using written scenarios that manipulated elements of the driving context (the gender of the offending driver, the presence or absence of mitigating circumstances, and the moral worth of the offending motorist) but that ended with the same punishment. Participants’ ratings of the offending motorist’s responsibility for the punishment (and presumably for the collision) were related to ratings of the deservingness and perceived harshness of the penalty, which influenced affective reactions to the perpetrator.

Britt and Garrity (2006) asked drivers to recall when they had experienced specific anger-provoking events. The events included being tailgated, being cut off and forced to brake, and being stuck behind a slow driver in the passing lane. Participants then responded to questions regarding their attributions, emotions, and behaviors in response to each event. The attributional items were taken from Fincham and Bradbury’s (1992) model and included causal attributions of locus (the cause rests with something about the actor), stability (the cause for the actor’s behavior is not likely to change in the future), and globality (the reason for the actor’s behavior
pervades across other areas of his or her life). Overall, Britt and Garrity (2006) found that stability was the most effective causal dimension as it significantly predicted anger and aggression in all driving scenarios. Locus and globality failed to predict anger or aggressive behavior in any of the scenarios. Blame attributions were important for both anger and aggression in the tailgating scenario. Hostile attributions played a role in the anger and aggression responses to the slow driver scenario and the anger response to the cut-off scenario. Taken as a whole, these results highlight the importance of attributional theory to the study of driver anger and aggression.

The Current Study

Thus far, researchers have focused on various components of these extended attributional models, including examinations of the operation of diverse variables determining causal attributions and judgments of responsibility (e.g., Arkkelin, Oakley, & Mynatt, 1979; McKillip & Posavac, 1975), how these causal attributions and responsibility judgments predict emotion (e.g., Britt & Garrity, 2006; Feather & Deveron, 2000) and aggressive behavior (e.g., Britt & Garrity, 2006), and how anger is a necessary precursor to aggression (e.g., Neighbors et al., 2002; Nesbit, Conger, & Conger, 2007; Parker et al., 2002). Yet there has been very little research that has assessed how all of these components function together in the context of driving. Application and assessment of a full attributional model to driver behavior would address this issue.

One attributional model that might be particularly relevant to the driving context is Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) attributional theory of social conduct, which is one of the most all-encompassing attributional models. The application of this model to social transgressions involves making an inference of responsibility after the transgressor has engaged
in behavior that is perceived as reflecting internal and controllable causes stemming from the transgressor (see Weiner, 2001). Although Weiner’s model has been applied to a wide variety of specific contexts, the general theory posits that attribution includes cognitive, affective, and behavioral components. The cognitive elements are described as determinants of affective responses, while affective responses are depicted as determinants of behavioral responses.

In the case of an individual who experiences a personal transgression, the victim will seek to determine the cause of that infraction. Within the cognitive stage of the process, the victim will assess various dimensions of the perceived cause of the transgression, forming the basis for a subsequent judgment or inference of the transgressor’s responsibility for the harmful act (see Weiner, 2001). Responsibility, in turn, contributes to negative emotions such as feelings of anger. Although Weiner (2001) did not explicitly identify responsibility as a mediator, it is indicated clearly in this framework that the inference of responsibility follows attributional processing and judgments. As seen in Figure 1, Weiner (1979, 1985, 1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) has identified several causal dimensions including controllability, intentionality, locus of causality, stability, and globality. In applying the theory to a specific content domain, most researchers have focused on a subset of only two or three of these dimensions. Controllability of the event addresses whether the harmful act was under the transgressor’s control or whether it was a preventable event. Intentionality speaks to whether or not the transgressor’s actions were deliberate or inadvertent. Locus of causality reflects whether the harmful act was caused by something internal versus external to the transgressor. The stability dimension defines the cause as variant or invariant over time. Finally, the globality dimension is similar to stability; however, where stability examines temporal generalization, globality examines stimulus generalization. Using these dimensions, the victim will make a judgment of responsibility. Greater perceptions
of controllability, intentionality, stability, and globality, and a stronger perception of internal or dispositional locus of causality, will lead the victim to judge the transgressor as responsible for the harmful act.

In the subsequent affective stage of the attribution process, a judgment of responsibility will evoke feelings of anger, whereas a judgment of minimal responsibility will evoke feelings of sympathy or concern for the transgressor (Weiner, 2001). In the behavior stage of the process, anger can motivate an aggressive reaction to the harmful act, whereas sympathy or concern can motivate prosocial behavior. In addition, Weiner’s model has also been extended to include an inhibitory process whereby anger can inhibit prosocial behavior, and sympathy can inhibit aggressive behavior; however, this secondary process will not be assessed in the current study.

Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) attributional model has been used to promote more positive emotional and behavioral reactions to interpersonal transgressions (Struthers, Dupuis, & Eaton, 2005), victims of natural disasters (Marjanovic, Greenglass, Struthers, & Faye, 2009), and stigmatized persons (Weiner, Perry, & Magnusson, 1988). Yet despite its clear relevance, the model has seldom been examined in traffic psychology. A simpler version of this model that included only measures of intentionality, anger, and aggressive behavior was successfully applied to the driving context using a scenario-based self-report study (Vallières, Bergeron, & Vallerand, 2005). This study did not examine other causal dimensions, the responsibility judgment, or positive emotions and behaviors, all of which are important components of Weiner’s model. Even independently, some of these missing constructs may prove valuable in the study of driver behavior, yet they have been virtually ignored in the driving literature. For instance, although positive encounters may be less frequent in the roadway environment than negative encounters, or at least less frequently recalled due to an availability heuristic (Tversky
Attributional Theory

& Kahneman, 1974), the model could suggest ways to increase the frequency of positive roadway behavior.

To our knowledge, the current work represents the first attempt to apply Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) attributional model, in its entirety, to transgressions in driver behavior. Included in this research purpose was an assessment of perceived responsibility as a mediator of the relationship between causal attributions and driver emotions, which has not been investigated in the few previous studies of attributions and driving. The study also included an assessment of how attributional theory can account for positive emotions and behaviors in the driving context, which has also been neglected by prior applications of attributional theory to the roadway environment. Study 1 employed a laboratory-based methodology, whereas Study 2 used the recall of an anger-provoking situation experienced by a sample of drivers. It was hypothesized that the model could account for the various constructs, with the possible exception of the positive emotion and behavior components (see Figure 1).

Study 1

The use of fictional or hypothetical scenarios presented through either the printed word or audio playback has been the most commonly used method in driver-attribution research (e.g., Arkkelin et al., 1979; Feather & Deveron, 2000; Vallières et al., 2005). Scenarios allow the maximum range of attributional, emotional, and behavioral responses to be studied. When initiating a new line of research, it is important to understand the range of possible responses before narrowing focus on any particular issue. Thus, the first study was designed to examine Weiner’s model (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) across all levels of causal attribution. A scenario was constructed involving a driver being cut off on the highway. The cutoff scenario was chosen since it has been identified as the most potentially anger-provoking driver offense (Britt &
Garrity, 2006; Wickens et al., 2005, 2011). Two of the five causal dimensions in Weiner’s model (i.e., controllability and intentionality) were selected for experimental manipulation as a single study cannot examine all causal dimensions. In previous applications of Weiner’s model, the dimensions of controllability and intentionality were the most frequently used across situational domains, and Weiner (2001) emphasized the role of intention and controllability judgments in determining responsibility for social transgressions. Although Weiner (1995, 1996) makes distinctions among the causal dimensions and provides examples when the presence of one dimension can occur in the absence of another, it is often common for these attributions to be positively correlated (Anderson, 1983), perhaps because it is difficult for perceivers to differentiate these concepts. Nonetheless, it is likely that a full range of scores in one causal dimension (e.g., controllability) will be reflected by a full range of scores in the other dimensions (e.g., locus of causality). These causal dimensions were manipulated by altering the situational information about the cutoff behavior.

All causal dimensions were expected to be positively correlated. Even in the case of controllability and intentionality, where the presence and absence of these dimensions were systematically controlled and fully balanced, a positive correlation was anticipated due to fine distinctions that might be difficult to make. More attributions of controllability, intentionality, stability, and globality, and a more person-focused locus of causality, were expected to be associated with stronger judgments of responsibility. Greater perceived responsibility was expected to predict more anger and less sympathy toward the driver. Anger was hypothesized to predict greater anticipated aggressive responding, and sympathy was expected to predict more anticipated prosocial responding. In addition, negative correlations between anger and sympathy and between aggressive and prosocial behavior were anticipated.
Method

Participants

Participants were undergraduate students at a large, urban Canadian university. A total of 240 participants completed the study; however, two surveys were spoiled and 22 participants lacking driver’s licenses were excluded. The remaining sample consisted of 64 men and 152 women. The mean age of participants was 22.10 years (SD = 4.07), and participants reported having possessed a driver’s licence for a mean of 5.06 years (SD = 3.96) and driving a mean of 4.05 days per week (SD = 2.47).

Measures and procedures

A 2 × 2 (two levels of controllability by two levels of intentionality) between-subjects design was employed, where participants were asked to read a written driving scenario and to imagine themselves experiencing the situation. In each condition, the main story line was the same. Participants were asked to imagine that they were travelling in the center lane of a multi-lane highway. In their rearview mirror, and then their left side-view mirror, they notice another vehicle slowly overtaking them in the passing lane. When the vehicle finally overtakes them in the left lane, the driver of this vehicle suddenly pulls in front of them, cutting them off and forcing them to suddenly brake.

The situational context of this negative driving incident was experimentally manipulated to suggest the presence or absence of controllability and the presence or absence of intentionality. In a fully-crossed research design, participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions (i.e., controllability – intentionality [C-I], controllability – no intentionality [C-NI], no controllability – intentionality [NC-I], no controllability - no intentionality [NC-NI]). In the C-I condition, participants were told only that the other driver signalled once just as the
vehicle pulled directly in front of them. In the C-NI condition, participants were told that there was a construction sign indicating that the left lane would end. Just as they both came over the crest of a hill, the left lane ended and the other driver suddenly pulled in front of them. In the NC-I condition, participants were told that they both came over the crest of a hill and suddenly a pothole was visible in the left lane. The other driver suddenly pulled directly in front of them. Finally, in the NC-NI condition, participants were told that the other vehicle’s rear right tire suddenly blew out and the driver pulled directly in front of them.

After reading and imagining themselves in the assigned driving scenario, participants responded to questions regarding causal dimensions, judgment of responsibility, and anticipated emotions and behaviors. The causal dimensions included in the questionnaire were controllability, intentionality, locus of causality, stability, and globality. Controllability and intentionality items also served as a manipulation check. Anticipated emotions included anger and sympathy/concern, and the anticipated behaviors included aggressive behavioral responses and prosocial behavioral responses. All questionnaire items were designed specifically for the current study. Respondents rated each item on a 7-point scale. Labels for scale anchor points varied across the items. Given the exploratory nature of the research, aggressive behavior items incorporated a full range of possible aggressive driver responses, including more minor expressions (e.g., yelling at the other driver) as well as more extreme aggressive episodes (e.g., getting out of the vehicle ready to engage physically with the other driver). Previous research has tended to focus on less aggressive responding (e.g., Britt & Garrity, 2006), as more extreme forms of aggression are rarely reported.
Results

Exploratory factor analysis and reliability assessment

A series of exploratory factor analyses was conducted to explore the dimensional structure of the questionnaire. A limitation of this type of analysis is that it is data-driven as opposed to theory-driven, but this is a necessary and acceptable approach when developing a questionnaire for a novel line of research. The items were divided into manipulated and unmanipulated causal dimensions, causal judgment, emotions, and behaviors, as dictated by the proposed attributional model. Ordinary least squares estimation was used, and because factors were expected to be highly correlated, a promax rotation was applied.

Based on scree plots and parallel analyses, three of the factor analyses confirmed the hypothesized number of factors (i.e., two factors for manipulated causal dimensions [interfactor correlation = .50; see Table 1], one factor for causal judgement [see Table 2], and two factors for emotions [interfactor correlation = -.51; see Table 3]). Focusing on the unmanipulated causal dimensions, the locus of causality, stability, and globality items all loaded onto the same factor. Given the important theoretical distinctions between them, the weaker stability and globality items were deleted from further analysis, which resulted in the emergence of a single factor (see Table 4). In terms of the behavioral items, the factor analysis identified distinctions between minor aggressive behaviors (e.g., yelling, gesturing), major aggressive behaviors (e.g., getting out of your vehicle to physically engage the other driver), and prosocial behaviors (e.g., offer assistance to the other driver if it is needed further down the road). The major aggressive behavior items were highly skewed and comprised most univariate outliers noted during the screening of the data. As most participants indicated minimal likelihood of engaging in these more extreme forms of aggressive responding, these items were eliminated from the analysis,
leaving the less extreme aggressive behaviors and the prosocial behaviors (interfactor correlation = -.21; see Table 5). One of the prosocial behavior items (i.e., “How likely is it that you would gesture/signal to the other driver that everything is okay?”) had a pattern coefficient of only .25. Although it could be argued that this low value might have warranted removing the item from the scale, it taps an important theoretical concept and was thus retained.

As expected, all bivariate correlations between factors were statistically significant ($p < .01$) in the expected direction, ranging from -.22 to .79 (see Table 6). The internal consistency of the scales constructed based on the factor analysis was assessed using coefficient alpha. As seen in Table 6, a majority of reliability estimates were well above the recommended minimum of .70 for exploratory research (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994).

**Manipulation check**

Two two-way ANOVAs assessed the effectiveness of the experimental manipulation. The presence versus absence of control and intent served as the independent variables, while controllability scores and intentionality scores were dependent variables (see Figure 2).

The ANOVA of controllability scores revealed a significant main effect for the presence versus absence of control, $F(1,212) = 116.89$, $p < .01$, $\eta^2 = .36$, and a significant main effect for the presence versus absence of intent, $F(1,212) = 10.27$, $p < .01$, $\eta^2 = .05$. It also resulted in a significant interaction effect, $F(1,212) = 7.30$, $p < .01$, $\eta^2 = .03$. The ANOVA of intentionality scores revealed a significant main effect for the presence versus absence of intent, $F(1,212) = 28.41$, $p < .01$, $\eta^2 = .12$, and a significant main effect for the presence versus absence of control, $F(1,212) = 33.07$, $p < .01$, $\eta^2 = .14$. It also resulted in a significant interaction effect, $F(1,212) = 10.15$, $p < .01$, $\eta^2 = .05$. The main effect of the presence or absence of control for the controllability scores and the main effect of the presence or absence of intent for the
intentionality scores were consistent with predictions. The interaction effects were not unexpected, as these causal dimensions might be assumed by perceivers to co-occur, resulting in the presence of only one dimension producing attributions of the other dimension. For instance, in the absence of control, the NC-I group reported higher controllability scores than the NC-NI group (see Figure 2). However, when focusing on the intentionality scores, the NC-I group reported similar intentionality scores to both intent-absent groups (NC-NI and C-NI), suggesting that the NC-I manipulation may not have been successful in its implication of the presence of intent.

Path Analysis

Path analysis, a type of structural equation modeling that involves only observed variables, was used to allow simultaneous estimation of all hypothetical relationships in Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) model, which is more efficient than conducting a series of separate regression analyses and allows for comprehensive assessment of overall model fit (see Kline, 2005). Mardia’s measure of multivariate kurtosis was 7.66, indicating moderate levels of non-normality (Mardia, 1970). Hence, the path analysis was conducted using maximum likelihood estimation with the Satorra-Bentler corrected model fit statistics and robust standard errors (Satorra & Bentler, 1994, 2001) as implemented with Mplus 5.2. Only two cases with missing data were deleted listwise. The proposed model was estimated along with several direct paths that were expected to be mediated fully by one other variable in the model. For instance, anger was regressed onto controllability, locus of causality, and intentionality, although full mediation through responsibility was expected to make these paths nonsignificant. Nonsignificant paths not part of Weiner’s model were deleted in a step-by-step fashion,
proceeding from the smallest to the largest nonsignificant values. This systematic process allowed for more thorough testing of mediation and improved model parsimony.

With all direct paths included, the chi-square test for the initial model was significant, \( \chi^2(8) = 28.90, p < .01 \); however, this test is overly sensitive to both correlation magnitude and sample size (Kline, 2005). The model fit was adequate based on the values of the CFI (.97) and the SRMR (.03), although the RMSEA (.11) was indicative of poor fit (e.g., MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 1996). For the final model with nonsignificant direct paths removed (see Figure 3, which includes standardized path estimates), the RMSEA (.10) improved slightly, indicating mediocre fit, whereas the other fit indices were virtually identical to the initial model, \( \chi^2(11) = 32.99, p < .01, \text{CFI} = .96, \text{SRMR} = .04 \). The step-by-step deletion of nonsignificant paths mediated by one other variable led to the deletion of three direct paths; however, responsibility did not fully mediate the relationships between the causal dimensions of intentionality and locus of causality and anger, nor did responsibility fully mediate the relationship between the three causal dimensions and sympathy. Neither the hypothesized relationship between responsibility and sympathy nor the residual correlation between aggressive and prosocial behavior were significant. Because these non-significant paths were hypothesized relationships, they were retained in the final model.

In light of the finding that responsibility did not fully mediate the relationship between the causal dimensions of intentionality and locus of causality and the anger emotion, partial mediation was tested using the product of z-score approach in the Prodclin2 software (MacKinnon, Fritz, Williams, & Lockwood, 2007). This method produces a 95% confidence interval for the mediated effect, which indicates mediation at a .05 level of significance if the confidence interval does not include zero. Results of these mediation tests revealed that
responsibility partially mediated the relationship between the causal dimensions of intentionality and locus of causality and the anger outcome. Responsibility did not mediate the relationship between any of the causal dimensions and the sympathy outcome.

Overall, squared multiple correlations ($R^2$) indicated that the model accounted for 69% of the variance in responsibility, 44% of the variance in sympathy, 41% of the variance in anger, 40% of the variance in aggressive behavior, and 28% of the variance in prosocial behavior. Gender differences on the primary variables of interest were assessed, but none were found.

The model also could be estimated using the manipulated variables of controllability and intentionality (i.e., membership in the controllability vs. no-controllability group and membership in the intentionality vs. no-intentionality group); however, in light of the possibly unsuccessful manipulation of intentionality in the NC-I scenario, the path analysis using the continuous ratings of these constructs was preferred. The alternative model also fit the data well, $\chi^2(12) = 19.48, p = .08$, CFI = .99, RMSEA = .05, SRMR = .04, and was highly consistent with the Study 1 model, producing only a few differences. Specifically, the relationship between intentionality and responsibility was not significant (standardized path coefficient $b^* = .03, p = .53$). The relationship between responsibility and sympathy was significant ($b^* = -.23, p < .01$), and responsibility partially mediated the relationship between both controllability and locus of causality and sympathy ($b^* = -.24, p < .01$ and $b^* = -.28, p < .01$, respectively).

Discussion

Although the majority of factors and their relevant factor loadings were as expected, a few changes to the scales were required. The factor analysis of unmanipulated causal dimensions identified the need to remove stability and globality items from the analysis. Although clear theoretical distinctions between these constructs and locus of causality can be made, the
statistical differences between the constructs within the current scenario were minimal. As previous research using these constructs has clearly demonstrated (Britt & Garrity, 2006; Islam & Hewstone, 1993; Weiner, Russell, & Lerman, 1978), these causal dimensions and the distinctions between them are important to attributional theory. Still, not all types of attributions will be important in all situations. Britt and Garrity (2006) found that different types of causal attribution were more influential in certain types of driving offenses. In their assessment, hostile and blame attributions differentially predicted anger and aggression depending on the specific driving incident in question (tailgating, cut-off, or slow driver). Attributions of stability accounted for unique variance in all driving scenarios, whereas locus and globality attributions failed to account for any unique variance in any driving scenario.

It may be necessary for researchers to identify and focus on those attributional constructs that they think are most relevant to the topic of study. In driver psychology, it might be suggested that stability and globality are not particularly relevant, as they both address aspects of consistency. Stability addresses temporal consistency, asking whether the abusive motorist drives offensively all the time. Globality addresses situational consistency, asking whether the abusive motorist behaves offensively in other areas of his or her life. Yet we are unlikely to encounter an offensive driver on or off the road following the negative event. Thus, it may be more relevant to consider the dimensions of controllability, intentionality, and locus of causality. As well, globality may not be easily translated into a causal dimension that has explanatory power for the driving context. It may be that the perception of situational consistency is better conceptualized as a temperament or personality characteristic on the part of the victim driver, taking the form of pessimism, cynicism, or attributional style.
Regardless of which causal dimensions are most relevant to the driving context, because they are all conceptually similar, it is likely that they account for common variance in driver anger and aggression. If controllability and intentionality had been included in Britt and Garrity’s (2006) study, then perhaps stability would not have been such a strong predictor across all scenarios. The inclusion of intentionality might also have altered the amount of variance accounted for by hostile attributions. These considerations highlight the importance of basing empirical driving-related research on established attributional theory and giving serious thought to how each of its components might best be applied to driver psychology. As expected, the results of the exploratory factor analysis also indicated the need to eliminate the most extreme aggressive behavior items, as very few participants reported any anticipation of engaging in these behaviors, leading to strongly positively skewed distributions. Although exploratory factor analysis is a necessary method in developing a novel line of research, further study is needed to cross-validate exploratory scale construction.

The manipulation check confirmed that perceived controllability was greater in the control-present driving scenarios than in the control-absent driving scenarios, and that perceived intentionality was greater in the intention-present versus intention-absent scenarios. On the other hand, a comparison of the intentionality scores for the NC-I group to the intent-absent groups (NC-NI and C-NI) revealed no differences in perceived intentionality, suggesting that the manipulation may not have been entirely successful for that condition. It could be argued that the intentionality score for the NC-I group might be expected to be slightly less than the intentionality score of the C-I group, as the situation described in this scenario is more ambiguous. The fact that the intentionality score for the NC-I group did not differ from the NC-NI group suggests a failure of the manipulation. Participants in the NC-I group read about an
offending driver who drove over the crest of a hill and was suddenly faced with a pothole in the road. The driver chose to avoid the pothole by cutting off the participant in an adjacent lane. This scenario was designed to suggest the absence of controllability, as the appearance of the pothole over the crest of the hill was entirely unforeseeable and uncontrollable. Yet the scenario was also designed to suggest the presence of intent, as the driver’s avoidance of the pothole by cutting off the participant was a conscious decision and he or she could have chosen to drive over the pothole instead. It seems that the participants in this study considered the offending motorist’s avoidance of the pothole to be a necessary or reflexive action as opposed to a reasoned choice. They may also have considered the response of the offending driver to be one that they themselves would have made, which might have altered their attribution of intentionality. Nonetheless, the manipulation failure on this one cell in the ANOVA was not entirely ruinous, as there was still a wide range of scores on the intentionality scale.

The path analysis indicated that Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) model generally fit the data; however, a few revisions were necessary. As expected, controllability, intentionality, and locus of causality were positively related to responsibility. The strength of the relationship between intentionality and responsibility was not as strong as the relationship between the other two causal dimensions and responsibility, which may have been the result of the NC-I manipulation failure. As expected, anger was positively predicted by responsibility, but contrary to expectation, sympathy was not associated with perceptions of responsibility, in contrast to predictions outlined by Weiner. Responsibility was also expected to mediate fully the relationship between the causal dimensions and emotional responses, although only one such path was fully mediated. Specifically, responsibility fully mediated the relationship between controllability and anger. Intentionality and locus of causality were positively related to anger,
and responsibility partially mediated this relationship. All three causal dimensions were negatively related to sympathy, controlling responsibility. As expected, aggressive behavior was positively predicted by anger and prosocial behavior was positively predicted by sympathy. The residuals of anger and sympathy were negatively correlated, but contrary to expectation, the residuals of aggressive and prosocial behavior were not correlated.

Although responsibility is a principal aspect of Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001) conceptualization of the relationship between attributions and aggressive behavior, others have questioned its central role (Feather & Deverson, 2000). Driver behavior researchers have chosen not to study responsibility (e.g., Britt & Garrity, 2006; Takaku, 2006; Vallières et al., 2005), treating the causal dimensions as components of, rather than antecedents of, the more encompassing inference of personal responsibility. The results of the current study suggest that responsibility as a separate cognitive process can play a meaningful role in the driving context, as the relationship between controllability and anger was fully mediated by responsibility. The finding that responsibility only partially mediated the relationship between the causal dimensions of intentionality and locus of causality, and the anger emotion, suggests that the intervening role of responsibility may not be absolute. The lack of a significant relationship between responsibility and sympathy, despite significant relationships between the three causal dimensions and both responsibility and sympathy, leads to further questioning of the role of causal judgment in the application of attributional theory to driving. Future research may demonstrate that the construct of responsibility is less necessary for the study of driver aggression, as the fast-paced roadway fails to provide sufficient opportunity to cognitively process an independent judgment of responsibility. It may be more appropriate to treat responsibility as an automatic implication of perceived causal dimensionality. Applications of
Weiner’s model to other contexts have used this approach, combining the causal dimensions and a responsibility inference within a single variable (e.g., Struthers, Eaton, Mendoza, Santelli, & Shirvani, 2010; Greitemeyer, Rudolph, & Weiner, 2003). Future research may also refine the more multifaceted construct of responsibility judgment used here and identify the feature most relevant to the driving context. Theoretical distinctions can be drawn between responsibility, blame, and deserved punishment (Weiner, 1995), which may influence the role of responsibility judgment in the driver’s attributional process.

Study 2

Study 2 was designed to examine Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) model within the context of life events and experiences. Whereas Study 1 presented a hypothetical driving scenario, Study 2 asked participants to consider an anger-provoking event they had experienced. Britt and Garrity (2006) asked participants to recall specific driving events from their past, but it is possible that participants may not have been recalling details of the event but rather confabulating with stereotype-based information. Study 2 used a driving diary methodology to further evaluate the applicability of Weiner’s model within the context of life experiences. Study 2 was deemed essential in order to examine the generalizability of the findings of Study 1, as well as allow for the possibility that certain results from Study 1 (e.g., the lack of an association between perceived responsibility and sympathy) were due, at least in part, to the use of hypothetical scenarios rather than life experiences.

The nature of the negative driving events reported was expected to be very diverse and it was unclear how this diversity would impact the usefulness of the causal dimensions in the model. Applying the behavioral items from Study 1 - particularly the prosocial behavior items - to Study 2 also posed several problems. These challenges necessitated testing a revised version

Method

Participants

To take part in this research study, participants were required to have held a class G2 (the level of graduated licensing at which new drivers are permitted to drive independently) or G Ontario driver’s license for at least 1 year, drive at least 4 days per week on average, and have Internet access from home. Fifty participants were recruited through advertisements posted across the university’s main campus, and an additional 152 participants were recruited through an undergraduate participant pool; thus, 202 participants were assembled. Two respondents were eliminated for careless responding and 1 respondent was eliminated because he had previously participated in a similar study that might result in biased responding. The remaining sample consisted of 58 men and 141 women. The mean age of participants was 23.24 years (SD = 7.17), and participants reported having possessed a driver’s licence for a mean of 6.04 years (SD = 5.74).

Measures and procedures

Participants completed a total of four online driving diaries, once every 2 days. On the morning of the day that their diary entry was to be submitted, participants received an e-mail containing a link to the online diary which asked them to describe a negative driving event involving another motorist, experienced during the previous 2 days. They were asked to describe the nature of the event, where it took place, how the encounter made them feel, and what they did after or in response to the event. Participants rated the negativity and severity of the event and the extent to which they felt anger toward the other driver on a 7-point Likert-type scale.
Participants were instructed that if they had not driven in the past 48 hours, or if they did not drive a sufficient distance to experience even a minor annoyance on the roadway, to submit their diary but respond with “not applicable” to all open-ended questions and with “1” to all scales. Participants who did not submit a diary entry received a prompting e-mail each morning.

After all four diaries had been submitted, respondents were sent another link for the final on-line survey which was focused on the most upsetting and negative driving event with the highest Likert-type rating of anger toward the other driver reported in the four diaries. If multiple entries had the same score on this scale, the rating of negativity of the event broke the tie. If multiple entries had identical scores for both anger and negativity, perceived severity of the event was used to break the tie.

Participants were instructed to write a short paragraph describing this upsetting event (i.e., what happened, how did you feel, what did you do). Participants were then asked to complete a questionnaire that was almost identical to the one presented to participants in Study 1. The items were revised so that they were not specific to being cut off by another motorist, but rather were applicable to any number of offensive driving behaviors. The behavioral items were altered so that they asked about behaviors committed rather than behavioral responses that drivers anticipated committing. Revisions to the three prosocial behavior items were not straightforward. Two of the items involved highly unlikely hypothetical events during the critical incident (i.e., offering personal assistance to the driver, calling police or a tow truck to assist the driver). The elimination of these items would have left only one item to measure prosocial behavior (i.e., gesturing to the other driver that everything is okay). In addition, not knowing in advance what types of events would be reported and what opportunities for aggression would
emerge, it was difficult to determine how appropriate the aggressive behavior items would be in the current study.

In response to these limitations, two new sets of constructs were added to the questionnaire: aggressive thought (five items) and prosocial thought (three items). These constructs included the same types of behaviors as did Study 1 and asked what participants considered doing in response to the offending driver. Thus, aggressive and prosocial thought items generally used the phrasing “To what extent did you THINK ABOUT…?”, whereas the aggressive and prosocial behavior items used the phrasing “To what extent DID you…?”. An exception to this phrasing was made to two of the three prosocial thought items, which retained the same format as the prosocial behavior items in Study 1. These items involved hypothetical events that would not likely be spontaneously considered by participants in the driving environment.

Results

Diary entries

For the first diary entry, nine participants indicated that they had not encountered a negative driving event involving another motorist. For the second, third, and fourth diary entries, 13, 42, and 35 participants, respectively, reported not experiencing a negative driving event. Thus, a majority of drivers encountered at least one negative event involving another motorist within a 48-hr period. Across all four diary entries, an average of 88% of participants reported at least a minor anger-provoking event within that time frame.

Post diary survey

Only two participants described a critical incident not included in one of the four diary entries. One of these participants noted that the critical event took place on the morning that the
participant received the link for the final survey. Five participants ignored instructions and focused on driving altercations involving multiple vehicles, and two participants focused on driving altercations involving atypical vehicles (e.g., bus, tractor trailer); they were nonetheless retained in the analysis as there were few of them. The mean level of anger felt toward the other driver in the critical incident was 5.45 \((SD = 1.49)\). For approximately 76% of the sample, their reported anger toward the other driver was ranked 5 or higher on the 7-point scale. The mean perceived negativity of the critical incident was 5.27 \((SD = 1.43)\) and the mean perceived severity was 4.37 \((SD = 1.78)\). The most common type of event identified as the critical incident was being cut off (i.e., a driver changes lanes in front of you without ensuring a safe distance between his/her rear bumper and your front bumper) or nearly sideswiped by another vehicle (i.e., a driver adjacent to you attempts to move into your lane), both of which involve an unsafe lane change. A diverse array of other types of events were also reported, including a motorist running a red light or stop sign, tailgating, highbeaming, driving too slowly, or blocking the participant from merging or changing lanes.

*Exploratory factor analysis of aggressive and prosocial thoughts*

Given that the aggressive-thought and prosocial-thought scales were new, an exploratory factor analysis examined their dimensionality (see Table 7), using the same approach as in Study 1. As expected, all aggressive thought items loaded most strongly on the first factor. In terms of the prosocial thought items, two items loaded very strongly onto the second factor, whereas the third loaded onto both factors weakly. Given that the content of this item was the basis for the only prosocial behavior item remaining in this study (i.e., gesturing to the other driver that everything is okay) and that there were only two other items in the prosocial thought construct, this one item was retained for content validity. Without it, prosocial thought would have
consisted exclusively of helping behavior. By retaining the item, a more thorough replication of the original questionnaire and model could be conducted in the second study. The factors were moderately correlated in the expected directions (interfactor correlation = -.18). Table 8 contains a bivariate correlations analysis and reliability estimates (along with means and standard deviations) of all variables included in Study 2.

Path analysis

The observed variables were not normally distributed. Mardia’s measure of multivariate kurtosis was 3.31 for the thoughts model and 5.26 for the behaviors model, indicating moderate non-normality (Mardia, 1970). To find potential multivariate outliers, Mahalanobis distance was calculated twice, once for the set of variables to be included in the thoughts model and once for the set of variables to be included in the behaviors model. Four multivariate outliers were identified, three of which were common to both models. These four cases were deleted from the dataset, which led to an additional case being qualified as a multivariate outlier in the behaviors model. Deleting this case left a total of 194 participants for further analysis.

Given the moderate non-normality of the data, the path analysis for Study 2 again employed the Satorra-Bentler corrected model fit statistics and robust standard errors. As in Study 1, the proposed models were estimated along with several direct paths that were expected to be mediated by one other variable in the model. Nonsignificant paths not part of Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) model were deleted in a step-by-step fashion.

In the initial thoughts model, with all direct paths included, the chi-square test, $\chi^2(8) = 10.04, p = .26$, indicated that the model had a good fit to the data. Other fit indices corroborated this finding (CFI = .99, RMSEA = .04, SRMR = .03). In the final thoughts model, with nonsignificant direct paths removed, most of the fit indices improved slightly, $\chi^2(14) = 13.89, p =$
.46, CFI = 1.00, RMSEA = .00, SRMR = .04. The step-by-step removal of nonsignificant paths led to the deletion of six direct paths from the model; however, responsibility did not fully mediate the relationships between the causal dimensions of controllability and intentionality and the sympathy outcome. In addition, the hypothesized residual correlation between aggressive and prosocial thought was not significant. As this relationship was part of the hypothesized model, it was retained in the final model presented in Figure 4, which includes standardized path estimates. In light of the fact that responsibility did not mediate fully the relationship between the causal dimensions of controllability and intentionality and the sympathy outcome, partial mediation was again tested using the product of z-score approach. Results indicated that responsibility partially mediated these relationships ($p < .05$). Overall, squared multiple correlations indicated that the model accounted for 39% of the variance in responsibility, 27% of the variance in anger, 27% of the variance in sympathy, 36% of the variance in aggressive thought, and 8% of the variance in prosocial thought.

In the initial behaviors model, with all direct paths included, the chi-square test was significant, $\chi^2(8) = 29.03, p < .01$, and most of the other fit indices suggested an inadequate fit (CFI = .93, RMSEA = .12, SRMR = .05). With the non-significant direct paths removed, the fit indices improved slightly, $\chi^2(14) = 34.77, p < .01$, CFI = .93, RMSEA = .09, SRMR = .06. In total, six direct paths were deleted from the model. As with the thoughts model, responsibility did not mediate fully the relationships between the causal dimensions of controllability and intentionality and the sympathy outcome. Subsequent tests for partial mediation were significant ($p < .05$). The hypothesized residual correlation between aggressive and prosocial behavior was significant but positive. Finally, the path from sympathy to prosocial behavior was not significant, but because it was hypothesized as part of the original model, this path was retained
in the final model (see Figure 5 for standardized path estimates). Squared multiple correlations indicated that the model accounted for 9% of the variance in aggressive behavior and less than 1% of the variance in prosocial behavior. Potential gender differences in the primary variables of interest were assessed, but none were found.

**Discussion**

Overall, the results strongly support a successful replication of the laboratory-based findings of Study 1 with the diary methodology of Study 2. A review of the diary entries revealed that a majority of drivers encountered at least one negative event involving another motorist within a 48-hr period. Over the course of the study, approximately three out of every four participants in the sample experienced a negative driving event that caused them to rate their anger toward the other motorist as 5 or higher on a 7-point scale. Demand characteristics may have contributed to the high prevalence of anger-provoking encounters, as participants were recruited specifically for involvement in a study of negative driving events. Nonetheless, these findings are consistent with previous reports that estimate anger to be a frequent occurrence on roadways (Mesken, Hagenzieker, Rothengatter, & de Waard, 2007; Neighbors et al., 2002). The content of participants’ most negative and upsetting driving events from the previous week were quite varied and included behaviors such as cutting off and sideswiping other motorists, tailgating, excessively slow driving, running red traffic lights or stop signs, and blocking merges or lane changes. The most frequently reported negative driving event was being cut off or nearly sideswiped by another vehicle, which is consistent with previous research (Britt & Garrity, 2006; Wickens et al., 2005, 2011).

A modified model was developed for Study 2, due to the difficulty of interpolating the questionnaire from Study 1 to a questionnaire tapping the more personal meaning of driving
events. This new model (i.e., the thoughts model) removed behavioral responses from Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) theory and replaced them with behavioral thoughts (i.e., behavioral options that the driver considered while driving). These thoughts were designed to closely parallel the behavioral items tested in Study 1, which asked what behaviors participants anticipated performing were they to find themselves in the hypothetical scenario. Drivers’ angry thoughts about retaliating verbally or physically against an offending driver are strongly correlated with driving-related aggression (Deffenbacher, Petrilli, Lynch, Oetting, & Swaim, 2003; Deffenbacher, White, & Lynch, 2004).

The modified thoughts model fit the data well. As predicted, the three causal dimensions were all positively correlated, although the strength of these correlations was weaker than in Study 1. As predicted, all three causal dimensions were significantly related to responsibility. Interestingly, the strength of the relationship between intentionality and responsibility in Study 2 ($b^* = .19$) was very similar to the parallel finding in Study 1 ($b^* = .14$), suggesting that the NC-I manipulation failure may not have affected the strength of the relationship in Study 1. It is possible that for some participants, a lack of intention was perceived as negligence or as a lack of foresight on the part of the offending driver, and that this lack of intention was associated with a judgment of the offending driver as responsible for the negative event.

As predicted, responsibility was positively associated with anger and negatively associated with sympathy. Although findings for sympathy are at variance with the nonsignificant finding from Study 1, these data are in keeping with meta-analytic findings linking low perceived responsibility with greater feelings of sympathy (Rudolph, Roesch, Greitemeyer, & Weiner, 2004). Collectively, these data suggest that it is best to predict the attributional antecedents of sympathy in a more experimentally representative context, but more
importantly, the data provide support for Weiner’s (2006) extended attributional model of social motivation and moral emotions.

Also as predicted, responsibility fully mediated the relationship between all three causal dimensions and anger. Responsibility also fully mediated the relationship between locus of causality and sympathy. The relationships between the two remaining causal dimensions (controllability and intentionality) and sympathy were only partially mediated. As expected, aggressive thought was positively predicted by anger, and prosocial thought was positively predicted by sympathy. As expected, the residuals of anger and sympathy were negatively correlated. Contrary to predictions, but similar to the results of Study 1, there was no residual correlation between aggressive and prosocial thought. The correlations among variables in Study 2 were smaller than in Study 1, and the variance in each of the endogeneous variables accounted for by the model was less, which is not surprising given the more varied nature of driving events addressed and the lack of experimental control characterizing Study 2. The greatest declines in variance accounted for in Study 1 versus Study 2 were responsibility (Study 1 $R^2 = .69$, Study 2 $R^2 = .39$) and prosocial thought (Study 1 $R^2 = .28$, Study 2 $R^2 = .08$).

The parameter estimates of the behaviors model were essentially the same as those of the thoughts model, although differences could be seen with the behavioral constructs. Aggressive behavior seemed to fit well within the behaviors model, but this was not so for the prosocial behavior construct. Specifically, the relationship between sympathy and prosocial behavior was not significant, and the correlation between aggressive and prosocial behavior was significant, but in a positive direction. This suggests that the measure of prosocial behavior may have been inadequate. The items used to measure prosocial behavior in Study 1 were very limited, and were often based on hypothetical events (e.g., offering personal assistance to the driver), making
revision of these items impossible for Study 2. Attributional theory may still prove useful in promoting prosocial driver behaviors, but the current research focus on negative events likely hampered the investigation of positive behavior.

Another noteworthy difference between the thoughts and behaviors models is the strength of the relationship between anger and aggressive thought versus behavior. In the case of thought, the standardized regression coefficient was .60 and in the case of behavior, it was .30. In addition, the amount of variance accounted for by the model was greater for aggressive thought ($R^2 = .36$) than for aggressive behavior ($R^2 = .09$). Clearly, the thoughts model more closely replicated the conditions of Study 1, in which the standardized regression coefficient between anger and aggressive behavior was .63 and the model accounted for 40% of the variance in aggressive behavior. It is possible that the lower regression coefficient in the thoughts model compared with the behaviors model in Study 2 reflects the fact that drivers do not enact all of the behaviors they consider. The mean scores for aggressive thought (4.46) and aggressive behavior (2.64) support this interpretation. Fortunately, given the low frequency of driver anger expressed on roadways, drivers usually inhibit their aggressive thoughts.

Given the strong correlations between thoughts and behaviors, future research may consider revising the model to include paths from thoughts to behaviors. Such a model would be a hybrid of Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) model and the theory of planned behavior (TPB; Ajzen, 1985), which addresses the link between behavioral intentions and actions. Given the weakness of the prosocial behavior construct in the current study, such a model was not tested here.
General Discussion: Future Research and Applications

Overall, the findings of the current research support Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) attributional model of responsibility for social transgressions in a context that has not been used thus far to test this model. The causal dimensions provide a good means of classifying various types of offensive driver behavior, and the model, as a whole, provides a reliable means of predicting driver anger and aggression. With the exception of the behaviors model in Study 2, these studies also suggest that the model may provide a means of accounting for sympathy and prosocial behavior in the driving environment, although these constructs will need further attention before they can be fully understood. Differences between the thoughts and behaviors models in Study 2 were informative. The stronger relationship between anger and aggressive thought versus behavior, and the greater amount of variance within aggressive thought versus behavior that was accounted for by the model, could be interpreted as reflecting the fact that individuals do not enact all behavioral responses in their repertoire. Studies examining the relationship between intentions and behaviors across a diversity of contexts (e.g., condom use, healthy eating and exercise habits, smoking cessation, students’ study habits, participation in collective action) have demonstrated a similar finding (Armitage & Conner, 2001). Overall, the results of these two studies provide the necessary foundation for continued application of Weiner’s model to the driving context and provide a framework to guide that research.

Future Research to Address the Limitations of the Current Study

Expanding the methodological repertoire

Expanding the methodology used to study driver attributions is essential to the advancement of this research. The written scenarios of Study 1 may have differed in ways beyond the intended levels of perceived controllability and intentionality. Moreover, the
questionnaire methodology used in both studies may have inflated anger ratings through 
rumination (Rusting & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1998), threatening the studies’ external validity.
Simulator technology offers great potential in studying the attribution process in vivo, and would 
permit testing using physiological, as well as behavioral, measures of driver anger and 
aggression. The importance of studying driver anger and aggression using multiple techniques is 
particularly important in light of recent findings that the empirically demonstrated relationship 
between driver anger and aggression is subject to common method variance (Nesbit et al., 2007).
It might also be possible to utilize implicit measures of attributional tendencies or attitudes to 
overcome the limitations of self-report data. The Implicit Association Test (IAT) has just begun 
to be used in driving-related research (e.g., Hatfield, Fernandes, Faunce, & Job, 2008; Sibley & 
Harré, 2009a, 2009b) and may be able to inform the study of attributional processing in the 
driving context.

Applying the model to drivers in other jurisdictions and to drivers with more experience

It will also be important to ensure that Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) model applies 
to all driver behavior and not just to the behavior of young Canadian drivers comprising the 
majority of the present sample. Cross-cultural research has found both similarities and 
differences in self-reported aggressive driving behavior. Across cities or countries, drivers may 
attribute offensive behavior differently (Özkan, Lajunen, Parker, Sümer, & Summala, 2010). In a 
similar vein, novice motorists are typically overconfident about their driving skills (Mynttinen et 
al., 2009). Many young drivers believe that they engage in less risky driving than their peers 
(Harré, Brandt, & Houkamau, 2004) and are less likely than their peers to be involved in a 
collision (Glendon, Dorn, Davies, Matthews, & Taylor, 1996; Matthews & Moran, 1986).
Although optimism biases are prevalent among all age groups, some studies have suggested that
this bias is particularly pronounced among young people in the driving context (Harré et al., 2004; Matthews & Moran, 1986). Overly positive misperceptions about one’s own driving skills and abilities may serve to reduce one’s tolerance for the objectionable behavior of other road users (Jiang, Li, & Liu, 2008). Risky and aggressive driving is far less prevalent among older, more experienced motorists (Lajunen & Parker, 2001; Smart, Mann, & Stoduto, 2003).

**Future Research of Other Relevant Factors and Models**

Future research will also need to consider other factors and variables that might impact the cognitive-emotional-behavioral sequence identified in Weiner’s (1995) model. Stereotypes, for example, have already been found to impact the responsibility judgments for drivers involved in a motor vehicle collision (Davies & Patel, 2005). It might be worthwhile to determine how stereotypes about any number of driver characteristics might impact attributions for near-collisions or other negative driving encounters. Does age, gender, or ethnicity affect driving-related attributions? Horn-honking latency in response to a vehicle stopped at a green traffic light has been found to differ based on the perceived degree of the offending driver’s experience (via the presence versus absence of a learner’s permit sticker; Yazawa, 2004), suggesting that perceptions of the offending driver’s experience may impact responsibility judgments, anger, and aggression.

Future research may also assess how individual difference or personality variables influence Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) model. Weiner (1995) has suggested that those high in trait aggression are likely to possess a hostile attribution bias that influences their inferences about the responsibility of perceived offenders. Are there other individual difference variables impacting the cognitive-emotional-behavioral sequence outlined by Weiner? Research has already identified impulsivity (Wickens, Toplak, & Wiesenthal, 2008), narcissism (Lustman,
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Wiesenthal, & Flett, 2010), Type A behavior (Miles & Johnson, 2003), trait anger (Deffenbacher et al., 2004; Lajunen & Parker, 2001; Mesken et al., 2007; Nesbit et al., 2007), trait driver stress (Hennessy & Wiesenthal, 2001), and the Big Five personality traits (i.e., extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, openness; Miles & Johnson, 2003; Sümer, Lajunen, & Özkan, 2005) as predictors of driver anger and/or aggression.

It seems reasonable to assume that an extension of Weiner’s (1995, 1996, 2001, 2006) model or a more integrative framework will need to be considered in order to account for the influence of personality and other relevant constructs. Alternative models of driver behavior (e.g., Ajzen’s, 1985, theory of planned behavior, Matthews’s, 2002, transactional model of driver stress and fatigue) have included environmental stressors, coping ability, and subjective norms in the development of driver aggression. Within the aggression context, the General Aggression Model (GAM; Anderson & Bushman, 2002) is a highly comprehensive framework that may help to incorporate all of these constructs and models of driver behavior. Weiner’s model and the GAM can be combined in a potentially meaningful manner. Within the GAM, continued research using Weiner’s model would allow for a thorough understanding of the precise nature of causal attributions and judgments of responsibility as they relate to driver anger and aggression, and an understanding of why certain driving behaviors are perceived as more offensive than others.

Attributional Theory as a Means to Improved Driver Safety

Drivers need to be reminded that, like themselves, other motorists may also make unintended errors that are atypical of their usual driving behavior (Baxter, Macrae, Manstead, Stradling, & Parker, 1990; Herzog, 1994). Drivers also need to be encouraged to make the effort to look for possible situational determinants of seemingly offensive driver behavior (Ellwanger,
Conversely, drivers need to consider that their own driving behaviors may be perceived as offensive, and may elicit anger and/or aggression from other road users (Baxter et al., 1990; Herzog, 1994). When recognizing that other motorists suffer from the same attributional biases as themselves, drivers may be more likely to acknowledge their own driving error and to communicate its unintended nature (e.g., with a wave), thereby reducing the likelihood that the victim motorist will respond with anger and/or aggression (Ellwanger, 2007). It may also be beneficial for young drivers to realize that they may overestimate their own driving skills and abilities.

Researchers have suggested initiating education campaigns and driver training programs designed to sensitize drivers to their misperceptions and attributional biases (Baxter et al., 1990; Ellwanger, 2007; Harré et al., 2004; Herzog, 1994; McKenna & Albery, 2001). For instance, the public service campaign entitled ‘Give ‘em A Brake’ encourages courtesy and patience for road construction workers (Ellwanger, 2007). It asks drivers to view construction delays as necessary and legitimate rather than the result of apathetic and unmotivated construction crews. By altering drivers’ perceptions of, and attributions, for the delays, the campaign may be reducing the amount of stress experienced by motorists, and reducing the likelihood of aggressive behavior endangering motorists and construction crews. Similar campaigns could be developed to alter driver perceptions of, and attributions for, the negative driving behaviors and errors committed by other motorists. Likewise, driver attribution training programs could be developed and focused on making drivers aware of their cognitive biases in explaining their own and others’ driver behaviors. Reminding motorists of their own driving errors has been shown to reduce anger in response to an offensive driving event (Takaku, 2006). Training programs could also focus on teaching drivers about how to communicate their intentions both before (e.g., using lane
change and turn signals) and after (e.g., waving to indicate an apology or a sign of gratitude) a driving maneuver in order to reduce the chances of a miscommunication escalating into an aggressive episode. This may be particularly worthwhile given Renge’s (2000) finding that novice drivers encounter more difficulty than experienced drivers in comprehending informal signals sometimes used in the driving environment (e.g., flashing headlights as a signal of thanks). Finally, the positive association between anger and aggression demonstrated in this research suggests that anger management training may prove beneficial for those drivers who allow their anger to escalate to aggressive behavior.
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Table 1

*Study 1: Factor Structure and Pattern Coefficients of Controllability and Intentionality Items*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intended Factor and Item</th>
<th>Factor Structure</th>
<th>Factor Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Controllability: Would you say that the main reason for the other driver cutting you off was: Not Controllable by the Driver (=7)…Controllable by the Driver (=1)</td>
<td>.79 .43</td>
<td>.77 .05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Controllability: Do you believe the cause of the event (i.e., the cause of the other driver cutting you off) was beyond the driver’s power?: Very much so (=1)…Not at all (=7)</td>
<td>.88 .51</td>
<td>.83 .10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Controllability: Do you think this driving event (i.e., the other driver cutting you off) was controllable?: Very much so (=7)…Not at all (=1)</td>
<td>.88 .40</td>
<td>.90 -.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Controllability: Do you think this driving event (i.e., the other driver cutting you off) was preventable?: Not at all (=1)…Very much so (=7)</td>
<td>.83 .32</td>
<td>.89 -.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Controllability: Do you believe that the other driver could have easily avoided cutting you off?: Very much so (=7)…Not at all (=1)</td>
<td>.79 .45</td>
<td>.76 .07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Intentionality: Do you believe that the other driver intended to cut you off?: Very much so (=7)…Not at all (=1)</td>
<td>.43 .86</td>
<td>.01 .86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Intentionality: Do you think the other driver deliberately cut you off?: Not at all (=1)…Very much so (=7)</td>
<td>.39 .91</td>
<td>-.09 .96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Intentionality: I think the other driver cut me off by accident: Very much so (=1)…Not at all (=7)</td>
<td>.54 .79</td>
<td>.20 .68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Intentionality: I think the other driver cut me off on purpose: Very much so (=7)…Not at all (=1)</td>
<td>.41 .88</td>
<td>-.04 .90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Variance accounted for 47% 43%

*Note.* The factor structure matrix contains the bivariate correlations of the items with the factors. The factor pattern matrix contains the regression coefficients, indicating the relative importance of the item to the factor with all other items separated out.
Table 2

*Study 1: Factor Pattern Coefficients of Responsibility Items*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intended Factor and Item</th>
<th>Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Responsibility: Do you think the driver was to blame for cutting you off?: Not at all (=1)…Very much so (=7)</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Responsibility: How responsible was the driver for cutting you off?: Extremely responsible (=7)…Not at all responsible (=1)</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Responsibility: How accountable do you think the driver was for cutting you off?: Not at all accountable (=1)…Extremely accountable (=7)</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Responsibility: Do you think the driver should answer for this event (i.e., for cutting you off)?: Very much so (=7)… Not at all (=1)</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variance accounted for 47%
Table 3

*Study 1: Factor Structure and Pattern Coefficients of Anger and Sympathy/Concern Items*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intended Factor and Item</th>
<th>Factor Structure</th>
<th>Factor Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Anger: How angry do you feel toward this driver?: Extremely angry (=7)...Not at all angry (=1)</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>-.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Anger: How upset do you feel toward this driver?: Extremely upset (=7)...Not at all upset (=1)</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>-.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Anger: How mad do you feel toward this driver?: Not at all mad (=1)...Extremely mad (=7)</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>-.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Anger: How much does this driver frustrate you?: Not at all (=1)...Very much (=7)</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>-.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Anger: How much does this driver aggravate you?: Not at all (=1)...Very much so (=7)</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>-.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Sympathy/Concern: How much sympathy do you have for this driver?: No sympathy at all (=1)...A great deal of sympathy (=7)</td>
<td>-.49</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Sympathy/Concern: How much compassion do you have for this driver?: No compassion at all (=1)...A great deal of compassion (=7)</td>
<td>-.47</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Sympathy/Concern: How much empathy do you have for this driver?: No empathy at all (=1)...A great deal of empathy (=7)</td>
<td>-.42</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor 1</th>
<th>Factor 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note. The factor structure matrix contains the bivariate correlations of the items with the factors. The factor pattern matrix contains the regression coefficients, indicating the relative importance of the item to the factor with all other items separated out.
### Study 1: Factor Pattern Coefficients of Locus of Causality Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intended Factor and Item</th>
<th>Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Locus of causality: Would you say that the main cause of the other driver cutting you off? Reflected an aspect of the driver (=7)...Reflected an aspect of the situation (=1)</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Locus of causality: Would you say that something about the situation made the motorist cut you off?: Very much so (=1)...Not at all (=7)</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Locus of causality: Would you say that the main reason for the other driver cutting you off was because of: Something specific to the situation (=1)...Something specific to the driver (=7)</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Locus of causality: Would you say that something about the motorist made him/her cut you off?: Very much so (=7)...Not at all (=1)</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Locus of causality: Would you say that the main cause of the other driver cutting you off was due to an aspect of the situation/environment?: Very much so (=1)...Not at all (=7)</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Locus of causality: Would you say that the main cause of the other driver cutting you off was due to an aspect of the driver?: Very much so (=7)...Not at all (=1)</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variance accounted for 59%
Table 5

*Study 1: Factor Structure and Pattern Coefficients for Minor Aggressive and Prosocial Behavior Items*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intended Factor and Item</th>
<th>Factor Structure</th>
<th>Factor Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Minor aggressive behavior: How likely is it that you would use your horn and/or flash your lights?: Not at all likely (=1)...Extremely likely (=7)</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>-.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Minor aggressive behavior: How likely is it that you would swear at and/or verbally abuse the other driver?: Extremely likely (=7)...Not at all likely (=1)</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>-.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Minor aggressive behavior: How likely is it that you would yell at the other driver?: Not at all likely (=1)...Extremely likely (=7)</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>-.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Minor aggressive behavior: How likely is it that you would gesture (e.g., wave your fist, “give him/her the finger”) at the other driver?: Extremely likely (=7)...Not at all likely (=1)</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>-.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Minor aggressive behavior: How likely is it that you would tailgate/follow closely the other driver in order to teach him/her a lesson?: Not at all likely (=1)...Extremely likely (=7)</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>-.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Prosocial behavior: How likely is it that you would gesture/signal to the other driver that everything is okay?: Not at all likely (=1)...Extremely likely (=7)</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Prosocial behavior: If you saw this driver in need of assistance further down the road, how likely is it that you would call to get this driver help (e.g., tow truck, police?): Extremely likely (=7)...Not at all likely (=1)</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Prosocial behavior: How likely is it that you would stop your vehicle and offer assistance to</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
this driver if it were needed further down the road?: Not at all likely (=1)…Extremely likely (=7)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Factor 1</th>
<th>Factor 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variance accounted for</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* The factor structure matrix contains the bivariate correlations of the items with the factors. The factor pattern matrix contains the regression coefficients, indicating the relative importance of the item to the factor with all other items separated out.
Table 6

*Study 1: Bivariate Correlations and Reliability Analysis*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>5.</th>
<th>6.</th>
<th>7.</th>
<th>8.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Controllability</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Intentionality</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Locus of causality</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Responsibility</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Anger</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Sympathy</td>
<td>-.62</td>
<td>-.50</td>
<td>-.59</td>
<td>-.57</td>
<td>-.51</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Aggressive behavior</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>-.40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Prosocial behavior</td>
<td>-.45</td>
<td>-.31</td>
<td>-.40</td>
<td>-.28</td>
<td>-.28</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of items</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient $\alpha$</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* All correlations are significant at $p \leq .01$.

$^a$ $N = 214$. 

### Table 7

**Study 2: Factor Structure and Pattern Coefficients for Aggressive and Prosocial Thought Items**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intended Factor and Item</th>
<th>Factor Structure</th>
<th>Factor Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Factor 1</td>
<td>Factor 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Aggressive thought: To what extent did you THINK ABOUT tailgating-following closely the other driver in order to teach him/her a lesson?: Not at all (=1)...Very much so (=7)</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>-.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Aggressive thought: To what extent did you THINK ABOUT swearing at and/or verbally abusing the other driver?: Very much so (=7)...Not at all (=1)</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>-.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Aggressive thought: To what extent did you THINK ABOUT yelling at the other driver?: Not at all (=1)...Very much so (=7)</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>-.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Aggressive thought: To what extent did you THINK ABOUT gesturing (e.g., waving your fist, “giving him/her the finger”) at the other driver?: Very much so (=7)...Not at all (=1)</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>-.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Aggressive thought: To what extent did you THINK ABOUT using your horn and/or flashing your lights?: Not at all (=1)...Very much so (=7)</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>-.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Prosocial thought: To what extent did you THINK ABOUT gesturing/signaling to the other driver that everything was okay?: Not at all (=1)...Very much so (=7)</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Prosocial thought: If you had seen this driver in need of assistance further down the road, how likely is it that you would have called to get this driver help (e.g., tow truck, police)?: Extremely likely (=7)...Not at all likely (=1)</td>
<td>-.19</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Prosocial thought: How likely is it that you would have stopped your vehicle and offered assistance to this driver if it had been needed further down the road?: Not at all likely</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(=1)... Extremely likely (=7)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Factor 1</th>
<th>Factor 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variance accounted for</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* The factor structure matrix contains the bivariate correlations of the items with the factors. The factor pattern matrix contains the regression coefficients, indicating the relative importance of the item to the factor with all other items partialled out.
Table 8

*Study 2: Bivariate Correlations and Reliability Analysis*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Controllability</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Intentionality</td>
<td>.15*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Locus of causality</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>.30**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Responsibility</td>
<td>.51**</td>
<td>.33**</td>
<td>.48**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Anger</td>
<td>.27**</td>
<td>.25**</td>
<td>.25**</td>
<td>.52**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Sympathy</td>
<td>-.41**</td>
<td>-.34**</td>
<td>-.33**</td>
<td>-.42**</td>
<td>-.44**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Aggressive thoughts</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.20**</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.30**</td>
<td>.60**</td>
<td>-.19**</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.27**</td>
<td>-.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Prosocial thoughts</td>
<td>-.20**</td>
<td>-.20**</td>
<td>-.16*</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>.27**</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Aggressive behavior</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.31**</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.57**</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Prosocial behavior</td>
<td>-.27**</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>-.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of items 5 4 6 4 5 3 5 3 5 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient $\alpha$</th>
<th>.83</th>
<th>.90</th>
<th>.58</th>
<th>.67</th>
<th>.94</th>
<th>.83</th>
<th>.74</th>
<th>.66</th>
<th>.72</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean$^a$</strong></td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SD$^a$</strong></td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a N = 199.$

* $p < .05.$ ** $p < .01.$
Figure 1. Weiner’s attributional theory of social conduct.
Figure 2. Study 1 mean controllability and intentionality scores as a function of group (NC-NI = no controllability – no intentionality, NC-I = no controllability – intentionality, C-NI = controllability – no intentionality, C-I = controllability – intentionality). Error bars represent standard error.
Figure 3. Study 1 attribution model. Standardized coefficients are reported (N = 214).

* $p < .05$. ** $p < .01$. 
Figure 4. Study 2 “thoughts” attribution model. Standardized coefficients are reported (N = 194).

* p < .05. ** p < .01.
Figure 5. Study 2 “behaviors” attribution model. Standardized coefficients are reported ($N = 194$). * $p < .05$. ** $p < .01$. 